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the world. . . . But as opposing forces maneuver for the final titanic
showdown, an army of barbaric wildlings arrives from the outermost line of
civilization. In their vanguard is a horde of mythical Others--a supernatural
army of the living dead whose animated corpses are unstoppable. As the
future of the land hangs in the balance, no one will rest until the Seven
Kingdoms have exploded in a veritable storm of swords. . . .
A Storm of Swords (Enhanced Edition): Parts 1 & 2 (A Song of Ice and Fire,
Book 3)-George R.R. Martin 2016-12-15 Available only on iBooks, this
enhanced edition containing parts one and two of A Storm of Swords, is an
amazing way to explore the rich world of George R.R. Martin’s series.
A Storm of Swords Complete Edition (Two in One) (A Song of Ice and Fire,
Book 3)-George R.R. Martin 2011-02-24 HBO’s hit series A GAME OF
THRONES is based on George R. R. Martin’s internationally bestselling
series A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE, the greatest fantasy epic of the modern
age. A STORM OF SWORDS is the third volume in the series.
A Storm of Swords: Part 1 Steel and Snow (A Song of Ice and Fire, Book 3)George R.R. Martin 2011-06-02 HBO’s hit series A GAME OF THRONES is
based on George R R Martin’s internationally bestselling series A SONG OF
ICE AND FIRE, the greatest fantasy epic of the modern age. A STORM OF
SWORDS: STEEL AND SNOW is the FIRST part of the third volume in the
series.

A Storm of Swords-George R. R. Martin 2003-03-04 THE BOOK BEHIND
THE THIRD SEASON OF GAME OF THRONES, AN ORIGINAL SERIES
NOW ON HBO. Here is the third volume in George R. R. Martin’s
magnificent cycle of novels that includes A Game of Thrones and A Clash of
Kings. As a whole, this series comprises a genuine masterpiece of modern
fantasy, bringing together the best the genre has to offer. Magic, mystery,
intrigue, romance, and adventure fill these pages and transport us to a
world unlike any we have ever experienced. Already hailed as a classic,
George R. R. Martin’s stunning series is destined to stand as one of the
great achievements of imaginative fiction. A STORM OF SWORDS Of the
five contenders for power, one is dead, another in disfavor, and still the
wars rage as violently as ever, as alliances are made and broken. Joffrey, of
House Lannister, sits on the Iron Throne, the uneasy ruler of the land of the
Seven Kingdoms. His most bitter rival, Lord Stannis, stands defeated and
disgraced, the victim of the jealous sorceress who holds him in her evil
thrall. But young Robb, of House Stark, still rules the North from the
fortress of Riverrun. Robb plots against his despised Lannister enemies,
even as they hold his sister hostage at King’s Landing, the seat of the Iron
Throne. Meanwhile, making her way across a blood-drenched continent is
the exiled queen, Daenerys, mistress of the only three dragons still left in
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Stories of Georgia-Joel Chandler Harris 2020-07-30 Reproduction of the
original: Stories of Georgia by Joel Chandler Harris
The Exploration of the World-Jules Verne 1879
Turtle Island-Dave Henry 2017-03-16 Sixteen-year-old Max and 10-year-old
Tessa were fully prepared for another horrible summer vacation. While they
always hoped to go somewhere fun like Disney World or Universal Studios,
they usually went somewhere weird and cheap that their father, former boy
bander Don Masters, found in an ad in a truck stop coupon magazine. But
this year was different. Where they went couldn't be found on any map or in
any truck stop coupon book. They passed through a portal to a place called
Turtle Island, an alternate version of America that diverged from our history
before the pilgrims landed at Plymouth Rock. It was there where they met
world famous action movie star Jordie Paine -- star of such films as I Plan to
Kill You Now and the sequel, I Plan to Kill You Now, Too, the ninja film,
Chuck Butcher: Sword Wielding Jackal, as well as the light-hearted romp,
Harry Hinklehoffer and the Giant Dancing Toad of East Nebraska -- who
would be their guide in this strange new world. Jordie, they later learned,
brought the Masters family to Turtle Island for a very specific reason.
Because they look just like the ruthless first family of Turtle Island, the
Masters are pawns in a coup to overthrow the dictator. But things don't go
as planned and the Masters wind up in the Survival Games, Turtle Island's
national pastime/system of justice where criminals competitors, or
crimpetitors, compete for their freedom. In this scifi comedy, the stakes are
very simple -- if they win, they rule, if they lose, they must suffer the
consequences.
Boundaries-Douglas B. Carlyle 2013-08 Boundaries is a disturbing story
about the blurred lines between love and betrayal, freedom and control,
fantasy and treachery, good and evil, past and future. Diane Alders is a
successful, workoholic sales executive in the medical field who has a void in
her heart as a result of the tragic death of her husband seven years ago.
Mickey Rollins is a genius and entrepreneur about to introduce a
revolutionary new therapy that will 'repair' injured or impaired brains. Their
sputtering romance hits full speed when Mickey invites Diane to accompany
him on a lavish and bizarre vacation to the exotic South Seas intended to
stretch their senses, fulfill wild dreams, and bring them closer together.
Disaster strikes, and it is Diane who becomes Mickey's first human test
subject. There's a catch…the healing process requires a surrogate, and
Mickey chooses their mutual friend, lover and temptress—the beautiful
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Suki. The resurrection of Diane that transpires is not only a transfer of
physical and cerebral attributes, but a blending of relationships, feelings,
and emotions, drawing many into the fray, ending as shockingly as it begins.
Unlikely Heroes-Malec Storm 2016-05-26 With only five months left on his
sentence, a Federal convict is forced to reckon with a choice that will propel
him into a perilous fate. Pursued by the U.S. Marshals and F.B.I, he is torn
between the choice of action and his ever shifting sense of conscience. Only
he knows what he can and must do to ensure his freedom. Yet, when events
spiral out of control and the lives of those around him are endangered, he is
left with no choice. Perverting the course of justice one last time might just
be the worst thing he has ever done..
Immortal Slumber-S L Perrine 2020-01-02 Elyse Crawford's world turns
upside down on her 18th birthday. She uncovers a secret that will change
how she views the world around her, and those closest to her. She was
raised believing her birth parents died in a car crash, until a vision quest
shows her the truth. She is the descendant of the first witch to ever take on
the Council and live to tell the tale, Seraphina Crawford. Now that her true
heritage is exposed, and she receives more power than any other, she is a
target for those who wish to take them from her. With the help of her
friends, and her protector/boyfriend, Chadwick Crain, Elyse will learn to use
her gifts and hopefully save her life. Completing the Blood Rite ritual is first
and foremost. Once that is done, whomever is after her must admit defeat.
Or do they? This is the first book in a five book series for YA readers.Other
books in this series: Power SurgeCollision of FateThe CovenantWant a more
in depth view into the Crawford lineage? Check out The Blood Rites Trilogy;
Blood RitesTurning the StoneThe Fate's Seal
Super Shorts-Martin Von Cannon 2017-06-09 What does a henchman do to
change jobs? How does a universal translator deal with hand-to handcombat? Where do the super powered get their uniforms cleaned? There's a
short story for each of these and more. This collection of stories is full of
quick to read stories and cover the other aspects of super-powered life. Who
cleans up after super fights? What if a team-mate is fed up and wants to
change sides? Tired of the clichéd heroes? Peel the pages of this book and
get lost in different lives. Try the sample and see if Super Shorts fit you.
Promptings-Kimberly Malkogainnis 2016-11-01 Do you frequently find
yourself asking, Why?" This book will, prayerfully, prompt you to see God
acting in every circumstance in your life, from the mundane to the
monumental; to appreciate that the Creator does, indeed, cause "all things
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[to] work for good to them that love God, to them who are called according
to His purpose." (Romans 8:28) Through prose and poems based on
personal experiences, the author shares pieces of her journey through faithbuilding events. If you have trouble focusing on God and His agenda, this
book will sharpen your vision and lead you to reconsider God's purpose for
the events in which you may find yourself involved on a daily basis.
Zompoc Survivor-Ben Reeder 2015-07-24 Dave Stewart has survived the
inferno of Kansas City and come out the other side. To the rest of the world
his fate is uncertain, and by now even Agent Keyes knows better than to
assume he's dead. As Keyes and his rogue DHS agents continue their search
for him, Dave knows that Plan A, as usual, won't work. His only chance is to
keep moving until he can find a safe way to make contact with Nate Reid
and figure out his next move. As Dave's odyssey across a zombie infested
America continues, he encounters the best and the worst in his fellow
survivors. He will find new allies, learn more about the true nature of the
Asura virus, and his role in even bigger designs than he ever imagined. But,
in a land filled with enemies both living and dead, is all the skill, wit and
courage in the world enough to help him survive? Or will this be Dave
Stewart's last journey?
Morton Hall-Elizabeth Cleghorn Gaskell 2006-01-01 It is a short story by
Mrs. Gaskell. In the novel she explores different kinds of love, and her
observations about human nature are as acute here as in her longer works.
In this particular attempt she especially identifies motherhood and mother's
feelings for her children. An awakening attempt!
Aaron Robertson's Sycamore-Louis Charles 2015-12-08 Almost nothing is
known about Louis Charles, whose abandoned handwritten manuscripts
were found discovered by Sidewalk Labs in an ornate jewelry box. None of
the five manuscripts were dated, but they appear to be late 19th or early
20th century. In the first of these newly discovered classics, a little boy
named Aaron travels through a tree in a nonsense fantasy in the style of The
Wizard of Oz, Alice in Wonderland, and The Phantom Tollbooth. His dreams
and wonders take him through a magical land of creatures - Feathers,
Shells, Fins, and others - as he seeks out the dread Magistrate, who seems
to be the keeper of the land.
The Guardians-Lynn Abbey 1982
Duchess of War-Delena Silverfox 2015-10-12 It's a match made in Hell.
Reformist supporter Anyalise of Allimore is now Lady Anya, Duchess of
Eodel and the wife of the staunchest, most extreme traditionalist and leader
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of the Loyalist Party. Life in the eye of the Loyalist storm isolates her from
everything she has ever loved, with only her maids Margaud and Amie for
solace. When personal tragedy strikes, she is all that stands between the
Duke and total financial and political power over the entire kingdom. With
the help of Reformist agents, Anya escapes across Eodel to sow dissension
and chaos in a kingdom ripe for civil war. But in her quest to topple her
husband's iron grip, she uncovers secrets of his past and comes face to face
with the demons of his heart, and realizes there is more to the Duke's rage
than Loyalist fanaticism. With the entire Reformist army behind her, will she
use her power to plunge the kingdom into civil war? Or will her compassion
and devotion to true Reform set the kingdom on a different path, as the
kingdom, her marriage, and her husband's soul hang in the balance?
Stray Hearts-Harper Logan 2016-11-01 "Out of the frying pan, into the fire."
Chris Seitz just can't catch a break. Driving west to escape the flooding that
rocked his Georgia hometown, he finds himself stranded during a record
monsoon in a rural Arizona town. With just a bag of clothes and the kitten
he rescued from the flood, Chris has never felt more alone. Now the kitten
has gotten lost, and Chris is nearing the end of his rope. "What good was an
artist if he couldn't make his art?" Wandering around during a thunderstorm
in the hopes of curing his crippling creative block, master potter Lucas
Duncan is surprised to find something else-a terrified and lost cat. He's even
more surprised to discover who the owner is: the handsome newcomer to
town. "I didn't want to believe that I could feel that way about another
man..." Deep in the closet and ten years Chris's senior, Lucas wouldn't
normally have a reason to associate with the young wanderer... if not for
Henry the cat, and the unyielding magnetism of fate. Can the undeniable
connection between the two lost souls bring their stray hearts home?
A Game of Thrones-George R. R. Martin 2003-01-01 NOW THE ACCLAIMED
HBO SERIES GAME OF THRONES—THE MASTERPIECE THAT BECAME A
CULTURAL PHENOMENON Winter is coming. Such is the stern motto of
House Stark, the northernmost of the fiefdoms that owe allegiance to King
Robert Baratheon in far-off King’s Landing. There Eddard Stark of
Winterfell rules in Robert’s name. There his family dwells in peace and
comfort: his proud wife, Catelyn; his sons Robb, Brandon, and Rickon; his
daughters Sansa and Arya; and his bastard son, Jon Snow. Far to the north,
behind the towering Wall, lie savage Wildings and worse—unnatural things
relegated to myth during the centuries-long summer, but proving all too real
and all too deadly in the turning of the season. Yet a more immediate threat
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lurks to the south, where Jon Arryn, the Hand of the King, has died under
mysterious circumstances. Now Robert is riding north to Winterfell,
bringing his queen, the lovely but cold Cersei, his son, the cruel,
vainglorious Prince Joffrey, and the queen’s brothers Jaime and Tyrion of
the powerful and wealthy House Lannister—the first a swordsman without
equal, the second a dwarf whose stunted stature belies a brilliant mind. All
are heading for Winterfell and a fateful encounter that will change the
course of kingdoms. Meanwhile, across the Narrow Sea, Prince Viserys, heir
of the fallen House Targaryen, which once ruled all of Westeros, schemes to
reclaim the throne with an army of barbarian Dothraki—whose loyalty he
will purchase in the only coin left to him: his beautiful yet innocent sister,
Daenerys.
The Two of Swords: Part Fifteen-K. J. Parker 2016-04-12 "Why are we
fighting this war? Because evil must be resisted, and sooner or later there
comes a time when men of principle have to make a stand. Because war is
good for business and it's better to die on our feet than live on our knees.
Because they started it. But at this stage in the proceedings," he added,
with a slightly lop-sided grin, "mostly from force of habit." A soldier with a
gift for archery. A woman who kills without care. Two brothers, both
unbeatable generals, now fighting for opposing armies. No one in the vast
and once glorious United Empire remains untouched by the rift between
East and West, and the war has been fought for as long as anyone can
remember. Some still survive who know how it was started, but no one
knows how it will end. This serial novel from the World Fantasy Award
winning K. J. Parker is the story of a war on a grand scale, told through the
eyes of its soldiers, politicians, victims and heroes. The first three parts of
The Two of Swords will arrive in April 2015, with further installments to be
released monthly. This is the fifteenth installment in the Two of Swords
serialization.
The Two of Swords:-K. J. Parker 2016-04-12 "Why are we fighting this war?
Because evil must be resisted, and sooner or later there comes a time when
men of principle have to make a stand. Because war is good for business
and it's better to die on our feet than live on our knees. Because they
started it. But at this stage in the proceedings," he added, with a slightly
lop-sided grin, "mostly from force of habit." A soldier with a gift for archery.
A woman who kills without care. Two brothers, both unbeatable generals,
now fighting for opposing armies. No-one in the vast and once glorious
United Empire remains untouched by the rift between East and West, and
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the war has been fought for as long as anyone can remember. Some still
survive who know how it was started, but no-one knows how it will end. This
serial novel from the World Fantasy Award winning K. J. Parker is the story
of a war on a grand scale, told through the eyes of its soldiers, politicians,
victims and heroes. The first three parts of The Two of Swords will arrive in
March 2014, with further instalments to be released monthly.
A Game of Thrones 4-Book Bundle-George R. R. Martin 2011-03-22 George
R. R. Martin's A Song of Ice and Fire series has become, in many ways, the
gold standard for modern epic fantasy. Martin—dubbed the "American
Tolkien" by Time magazine—has created a world that is as rich and vital as
any piece of historical fiction, set in an age of knights and chivalry and filled
with a plethora of fascinating, multidimensional characters that you love,
hate to love, or love to hate as they struggle for control of a divided
kingdom. It is this very vitality that has led it to be adapted as the HBO
miniseries “Game of Thrones.” This bundle includes the following novels: A
GAME OF THRONES A CLASH OF KINGS A STORM OF SWORDS A FEAST
FOR CROWS
Tormenta de espadas / A Storm of Swords-George R. R. Martin 2012
Includes excerpt from Festin de cuervos (p. 1157-1172).
Game of Thrones and Philosophy-Henry Jacoby 2012-02-23 An in-depth look
at the philosophical issues behind HBO's Game of Thrones television series
and the books that inspired it George R.R. Martin's New York Times
bestselling epic fantasy book series, A Song of Ice and Fire, and the HBO
television show adapted from it, have earned critical acclaim and inspired
fanatic devotion. This book delves into the many philosophical questions
that arise in this complex, character-driven series, including: Is it right for a
"good" king to usurp the throne of a "bad" one and murder his family? How
far should you go to protect your family and its secrets? In a fantasy
universe with medieval mores and ethics, can female characters reflect
modern feminist ideals? Timed for the premiere of the second season of the
HBO Game of Thrones series Gives new perspectives on the characters,
storylines, and themes of Game of Thrones Draws on great philosophers
from ancient Greece to modern America to explore intriguing topics such as
the strange creatures of Westeros, the incestuous relationship of Jaime and
Cersei Lannister, and what the kings of Westeros can show us about virtue
and honor (or the lack thereof) as they play their game of thrones Essential
reading for fans, Game of Thrones and Philosophy will enrich your
experience of your favorite medieval fantasy series.
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The World of Ice & Fire-George R. R. Martin 2014-10-28 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER • The perfect holiday gift for fans of A Song of Ice and Fire
and HBO’s Game of Thrones—an epic history of Westeros and the lands
beyond, featuring hundreds of pages of all-new material from George R. R.
Martin! If the past is prologue, then George R. R. Martin’s masterwork—the
most inventive and entertaining fantasy saga of our time—warrants one hell
of an introduction. At long last, it has arrived with The World of Ice & Fire.
This lavishly illustrated volume is a comprehensive history of the Seven
Kingdoms, providing vividly constructed accounts of the epic battles, bitter
rivalries, and daring rebellions that lead to the events of A Song of Ice and
Fire and HBO’s Game of Thrones. In a collaboration that’s been years in the
making, Martin has teamed with Elio M. García, Jr., and Linda Antonsson,
the founders of the renowned fan site Westeros.org—perhaps the only
people who know this world almost as well as its visionary creator.
Collected here is all the accumulated knowledge, scholarly speculation, and
inherited folk tales of maesters and septons, maegi and singers, including •
artwork and maps, with more than 170 original pieces • full family trees for
Houses Stark, Lannister, and Targaryen • in-depth explorations of the
history and culture of Westeros • 100% all-new material, more than half of
which Martin wrote specifically for this book The definitive companion piece
to George R. R. Martin’s dazzlingly conceived universe, The World of Ice &
Fire is indeed proof that the pen is mightier than a storm of swords.
A Game of Thrones: Comic Book-George R. R. Martin 2013-11-26 One of the
most beloved fantasies of all time continues, now adapted into a graphic
novel worthy of its source. . . . Morning at King’s Landing. Today Eddard is
to send his daughters, Arya and Sansa, back to the safety of Winterfell. But
it is not to be. For the death of King Robert will plunge all of Eddard’s plans
into turmoil . . . and set the stage for civil war as Prince Joffrey, offspring of
Queen Cersei and her brother Jaime, is proclaimed the new king. Now Arya,
armed only with her sword and the lessons of her “dancing” master Syrio
Forel, must escape a castle of cutthroats sworn to take her alive . . . or
dead. And Sansa, quickly captured by Cersei, finds herself torn between her
love for Joffrey and her love for her father—now imprisoned as a traitor.
Sacred Swords-LeTavious Hemingway Brown 2011-11-29 Sacred Swords is
the epic story of Leon and his girlfriend Devin who are thrown into a life
changing journey by their ancestors. While in their last semester of college
things quickly change from textbooks and tests to swords and quests. With
the help of their protectors, both are entrusted with a duty to save the world
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from an ancient evil. The world they once knew is rapidly changing, and
even at school things are not all they seem.
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Part 4. Works of Art, Etc. New Series-Library
of Congress. Copyright Office 1922
Warriors of the Storm-Bernard Cornwell 2016-01-19 The ninth installment
of Bernard Cornwell’s bestselling series chronicling the epic saga of the
making of England, “like Game of Thrones, but real” (The Observer,
London)—the basis for The Last Kingdom, the hit television series coming to
Netflix in Fall 2016. A fragile peace reigns in Wessex, Mercia and East
Anglia. King Alfred’s son Edward and formidable daughter, Aethelflaed, rule
the kingdoms. But all around the restless Northmen, eyeing the rich lands
and wealthy churches, are mounting raids. Uhtred of Bebbanburg, the
kingdoms’ greatest warrior, controls northern Mercia from the strongly
fortified city of Chester. But forces are gathering against him. Northmen
allied to the Irish, led by the fierce warrior Ragnall Ivarson, are soon joined
by the Northumbrians, and their strength could prove overwhelming.
Despite the gathering threat, both Edward and Aethelflaed are reluctant to
move out of the safety of their fortifications. But with Uhtred’s own
daughter married to Ivarson’s brother, who can be trusted? In the struggle
between family and loyalty, between personal ambition and political
commitment, there will be no easy path. But a man with a warrior’s courage
may be able to find it. Such a man is Uhtred, and this may be his finest
hour.
Candle in the Storm-Morgan Howell 2009-10-27 The malign shadow of the
Devourer has darkened the land, extinguishing life and hope. The followers
of the benevolent goddess Karm are hunted mercilessly and cut down by an
army of bewitched slayers led by Lord Bahl, the Devourer’s flesh-and-blood
incarnation. Only two people stand in the way of an apocalyptic bloodbath
that will literally bring hell to earth: a man and a woman linked by a love as
strong as it is unlikely–Honus, a grim-faced warrior dedicated to Karm, and
Yim, a beautiful former slave with the divine power to stop Lord Bahl. But
that power will prove a terrible curse as Yim is called upon to make a costly
sacrifice–a sacrifice that will not only put her love for Honus to the test but
call into question her very faith. As the evil storm descends, can the flame of
hope endure? From the Paperback edition.
The Storm Dragon-James Wyatt 2007 A despairing war hero named Gaven is
freed from an island prison by a band of outlaws seeking his assistance with
a mysterious, magical relic that could hold the key to preventing the
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destruction of the world.
A Dictionary of the Portuguese and English Languages, in Two PartsAntonio Vieyra 1827
The Garden of Swords-Sir Max Pemberton 1902 A novel by Sir Max
Pemberton, The Garden of Swords features a love story, sword fights and
untimely deaths.
Shadow of the Swords-Barry Mathias 2008 Shadow of the Swords is Book
Two of "The Ancient Bloodlines Trilogy" John and Mistress Gwen are caught
up in a deadly struggle for magical swords and control of the Holy Land.
Who has the Power? It is the year 1113, and the fanatical Knights of The
Order are again seeking to control Gwen and separate her from John.
"Shadow of the Swords" continues the fast-moving tale of intrigue,
adventure and romance that began in "The Power in the Dark." The action
shifts from quiet Wessex villages to Henry I's royal court, Stonehenge, a
French nunnery and the Isle of Cyprus. Why is John called Gilles de
Plantard, and what is his relationship to Gwen? And how are they linked to
the Swords of Power that threaten the Crusaders' occupation of the Holy
Land? In this world of fierce battles and enduring friendships, the young
protagonists must grow up quickly as they are reluctantly thrust into
positions of power and influence for which they are ill prepared.
Beyond the Storm-Leon Arceneaux 2002-04-04 Life in Acadia could not be
better for Louis and Emmeline. The promise of shunshine and happiness lies
ahead. They are deeply in love. A new log cabin and farmland, their
Beaubassin, awaits them where they will share their love and raise a family.
But three days before their wedding, a storm of terror tears their tranquil
world apart. An entire nation is scattered to the winds. Emmeline's last
words to Louis before they part are "Remember, my love. Beyond the storm,
the sun still shines." They are put on separate ships, not knowing what part
of the world the other may find themselves. Louis endures untold hardship
and suffering on his quest to find Emmeline. A quest that takes him from a
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British prison in Halifax to the tormenting heat and toil of building a French
seaport in the Caribbean. Finally his odyssey takes him to Louisiana
searching for the sunshine beyond the storm. Longfellow, in his
epic."Evangeline," follows Evangeline's (Emmeline LaBiche)search for
Gabriel (Louis Arceneaux). This is Louis' search for his lost love, Emmeline.
A story written with the tears and hopes of the ancesters of the modern day
Cajuns.
Bothwell a Poem in Six Parts by William Edmondstoune Aytoun-William
Edmonstoune Aytoun 1858
Forest of Swords-Joseph Alexander Altsheler 1915
The Poets and Poetry of Europe. With introductions and biographical
notices. By H. W. Longfellow assisted by C. C. Felton-Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow 1855
The poets and poetry of Europe, with intr. and biogr. notices, by H.W.
Longfellow-Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 1871
Into the Storm-Taylor Anderson 2008-06-03 Pressed into service when
World War II breaks out in the Pacific, the US Walker?a Great War-era
destroyer?finds itself retreating from pursuing Japanese battleships. Its
captain, Lieutenant Commander Matthew Patrick Reddy, desperately leads
the Walker into a squall, hoping it will give them cover?only to emerge into
an alternate world. A world where two species have evolved: the cat-like
Lemurians and the reptilian Griks?and they are at war. With its power and
weaponry, the Walker?s very existence could alter the balance of power.
And for Reddy and his crew, who have the means to turn a primitive war
into a genocidal Armageddon, one thing becomes clear. They must
determine whose side they?re on. Because whichever species they choose is
the winner.
A Storm Of Swords Part Blood And Gold A Song Of Ice And Fire
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